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Introduetion. In [5], Shimura has established a correspondence be-
tween the space of modular forms of half integral weight and the space of
those of integral weight. Using the methods and languages of representation
theory of adeles of metaplectic groups, Waldspurger [8] and [9] showed that
the square of Fourier coefficients a(n)for a square free integer n of the
modular form f(z) n.--1 a(n)e[nz] of half integral weight is essentially
proportional to the special value of the zeta function at a certain integer
attached to the modular form F if f corresponds to F by and f is an
eigen-function of Hecke operators.

On the other hand, Kohnen-Zagier [1] and [2] determined explicitly the
proportion of the square of a(n) for a square free integer n of f(z)
a(n)e[nz] which is an eigen-function of Hecke operators and belongs to the
Kohnen’s subspace S<k+I)/.(4N) {f(z) <_)h,,o,l<4)a(n)e[nz]
(4N)} of S<.+)n(4N) by the special value of the zeta function associated
with the modular form F (f)of integral weight. Kohnen-Zagier [1]
(resp. Kohnen [2]) treated the case where N I (resp. N is an odd square
free integer). The purpose of this note is to derive an analogy of [1] and [2]
in the case where f is an eigen-function of Hecke operators in

S<+)/(4N) (resp. S<.+)/(4N, ZN)) and (f) is a primitive form in
$2(2N), where S<k+I)/.(4N) (resp. S<+I)/(4N, z)) means the vector
space consisting of modular cusp forms of weight (2k-F 1)/2 and of level
4N (resp. of level 4N with the character Z). Since the modular form f satis-
fying our conditions is contained in orthogonal complement of Kohnen’s
space, there is no overlap between Kohnen-Zagier’s results and ours. The
method of our proof is similar to that of [1]. To prove our results, we need to
modify their methods.

1. Notation and preliminaries. We denote by Z, Q, R and C the ring
of rational integers, the rational number field, the real number field and the
complex number field, respectively. For z C, we put e[z]--exp(2riz)
and we define v z so that r/2 < arg(z1/)

_
z/2. Further, we put

k/2 kz (/) for every k Z. Let SL(2, R) denote the group of all real mat-
rices of degree 2 with determinant one and Y) the complex upper half plane.
For each positive integer N, put

We introduce an automorphic factor J(r, )of Fo (4) defined by J(r, z)=
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a
d) F(4) and for every z P
-\

O((az + b)/(cz + d))/O(z) for every 7- c
with O(z) En-= e[nz]

Let /c be a positive integer. We denote by S(+)/(4 (resp. S(M))
the vector space consisting of modular cusp forms of weight (2k + 1)/2
(resp. 2k) with respect to F0(4 (resp. F0() (cf. [5]).

2. Eisenstein series and the Shimura correspondence of modular forms
of half integral weight. Let D and N be two square free integers such that
(1.1) D 2 (rood 4), N 2(mod 4), (D, 1 and N > 0.
Define a function (f)(z) on @ by
(1.2)
g(f) (z) E E no (d)

1 N] D -a
.= a. d d d (N[ D (n/d) e[nz]

for every f(z) = a(n)e[nz] S<z+)/z(4,

where Xo(*)is the trivial character modulo 4 and ()is the quadratic

residue symbol given in [51. Then .(f) belongs to Sz(2 (cf. Shimura [5]
and Niwa [3]). We put v(D) (-- 1) (o+t)/z. In the remainder of this paper,
we assume that

(--1) (4(D)sgn(D))foreverymZ.(1.3) Zo(m) m m
We put D 4u(D)ND. Introduce an Eisenstein series G,g(z) defined by

G,(z) (1/2)L(1- k)( ()(cz + d) -)
r=( * d

(1.4) (1/2)Lg(1 k) + E d- e[nz]
n=l din

with L(s) n
-s

and F + 1 n In-0 1
Let D and Dz be two integers satisfying Dz 1 (mod 4) and D DDz and
put = 4u(D)NDx and z- Dz. For x and z, we define a function

G,,g,g,(z) on by

(1.5) G,, , b,(z) o a,_, , b,(n)e[nz]
-LB(1- k)Lb,(0) if n= 0,

d otherwise.
al/xaz/dl,d>0

For m Z, we put
U(f)(z) (1/m) umodlm((Z + )/m) for every function f(z)
n=o a(n) e[nz] on @.

The following lemma plays useful and important roles for our later
arguments (cf. Kohnen-Zagier [1, pp. 194-196]).

Lemma 1. The notation being as above, the transformation formulas hold

(i) (4N] D z + 1)-*-t/ZG,,g(z/(4 D Nz + 1))0(NI DI z/(4 D Nz + 1))
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(ii) Z E (dNI D11 (z + p) + 1)-kGk,(z/(dNI n (Z + ft) + 1)) z

d14 tt mod
d>l

(.
$

where a s an integer with aa* l(mod D
Define a function D(Z) on by

(1.6) V.(z) E )(, z)-(z+)G,(r(z))O(N] D It(z)).
rFo(4 ID [N)Fo(4N)

Observe that D(Z) becomes a modular form of weight (2k + 1)/2 with re-
spect to Fo(4. We can easily check

0 1 1Fo(4]D[Fo(4 {(IN[D,[ 1)(0 )ID=D’D’ D (mod4)
and mod[ D ,"

Hence, using Lemma 1, we may derive the ollowing lemma.
Lemm 2. The notation being as above, (z) has the expression

(,l ()

where W(D) { (D, D) D DD and D l(mod 4)}.
We also introduce a function (z) on defined by

(1.7) () (cz + -G,(r(z)).
r= d

Now we can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that the conditions (1.1) and (1.3) are satisfied. Then
((z) ) is equal to fro (z).
Proof We put

(z) E c(m) e[mz] and ((z)) E C(n) e[nz].
m=0 n=0

By Lemma 2, we have

c(m)= ( Dz )
(D,D)W(D) D IN Z a_,,,(m Dz N ID1 Ixz)

and

(D1,Dg) W(D) al,ag.O
al+a2=2n[D21

which yields

CD(n (4u(D)ND)d -1 ZNd c((n/d) IDI)

, (DZl) (4u(D)DN)dk
(D1,D2) d

-1
0"k-1,gl,5. (alaz)

W(D) al,ae;o
al+az=2(n/d) ID.I

(DvD) W(D) al,a20 d (al,a)
a +a2=2n IDzl

.4v (D)DN) d_m
d a-1’1’.(alaz/dz)
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/ /-)\

(D1,D) W(D) a,a.O

We can choose the following set as a set of representatives for

Fo (4NI D 1) \Fo (2N).

[(1 0) (1 p)lDDz= D; Dz---I (mod4),]
dNID 1 0 1 [.t mod D.I and d l4(d > 1)J"

Consequently, by Lemma 1, we conclude our assertion.
{}3. Rankin’s convolutions and Fourier coefficients of modular forms of

half integral weight. Let F(z)- .=A(n)e[nz] be a primitive form of

S2E(2N) in the sence of Atkin-Lehner. The Petersson inner product of F and

"D is determined by

(2.1) (F, .D) F(Z)YD(Z) Y -2dXdy
o(2N)\

The definition of D implies

(F, flu) (1/2)L(1 k) f F(z)G,(z) yZ*-Zdxdy.(2.2)

Determining of Rankin’s convolution of F(z) and G,,z(z), we may derive the
following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let F(z) ,xA(n)e[nz] be a primitive form of Sz,(2N).
Then
(F, flu) (1/2) (2k 2) (4zc)-z*+Lzs(1 k)L(F, 2k 1)L(F,/), k)L(k) -,
where L(F, s) .A(n)n and L(F, D, s)

__
A(n) n-S. We

also confirm the following lemma (el. Shimura [5, Theorem 1.91).
Lemma 4. Let f(z)= 2,a(n)e[nz] S(z+/z(4N)be an eigen-

function of the Hecke operator T(z,+x/z(pz) on S(z,+/z(4N) for each prime p, i.e.,
4N oo(p)f for every prime p.

Then,
(f, f#v) F(k 1/2) (4rNI D I)-*+/ZLz(1 k)a(N] D I)L(P, 2k 1)L(k) -x,
where (f, fD) f f(z)fD(z)y-a/Zdxdy and L(P, s)

-1-2S) -1n (1 w(p)p-s + Xo(p)pzk

Let F(z)(1

_
i

_
/) be the set of all primitive forms in S,(2N). By

Ueda [7, Corollary] and Shimura [6], we can prove the following properties
under the condition k

_
2:

There are a bijective linear mapping of S(2k+l)/2(4N) to S2k(2N) and
an orthogonal basis {f}ni--x of S(2k+l)/2(4N) such that

(2 3) (p) ; T(zk+ l) /2 (p2) for every prime p((p, 2N) 1), z4N(2k+l)/2
4N(p2)f co,(p)f(1

_
i N n) for all primes p(p 2" 2N), T(2k+X)/2(p2)f

co,(p)f(1

_
i -- 1) for all primes p(pleN), F, Or(f,)(1 i n) and (F,,

F) =0(1

_
i_ l, l+ l_j_n),

4N
where T(p)(resp. T(.,+)/.(p))denotes the Hecke operator on S,(2N)
(resp. S(.,+)/(4N)) for each prime p. We remark that Niwa [4] proved affir-
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matively the above assertion in the case where N- 1. By the above proper-
ty, No(Z) has an orthogonal decomposition

(2.4) 9(z) a + E(z),
i=l

where E(z) is a linear combination of Eisenstein series of weight (2k-b 1)/2
with respect to Fo(4N). By Theorem 1 and Shimura [5, Theorem 1.9], we get

(2.5) 9(z) aa (N] D I)F + agYg(f)(z) + gCg(E(z))
i=1 i=/+1

with f(z) = ai(n)e[nz]. Since D(f)(i " I+ 1) and D(E(z)) are
orthogonal to the elements {F)__, we have

<F, :> a(N[ O 1)(F, F> (f, > ((f, f>)- (1 s_ i

_
/).

Consequently, by Lemmas 3 and 4, we conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Suppose that (1.1) and (1.3) are satisfied L(F, 2k- 1)

0(1

_ _
l) andk

_
2. Then

[a(N[ D [)[z (1/2) (2k 2)!(47rN[ D [)-/’((4zc)-F(k 1/2)) -L(F, /), k) (f, f> (F, F>- (1

_
i s_ l).

Let XN be the character defined by XN(n)--(--)for every n Z. We

denote by S(e+/z(4N, ZN)the vector space consisting of modular cusp
forms of Neben-type XN and of weight (2k + 1)/2 with respect to /’o(4N).
By Ueda [7], there exist f(1

_
i

_
l) such that

4NT(2k+l/2,z(p2)f 6o(p)f for every i(1

_
i

_
/)

4N
and for every prime p((p, 4N)--1), where T(zk+)/z,zn(p) is the Hecke
operator on S(2+)/2(4N, Zy) given in Shimura [5], 6)(p) is the same as in
(2.3) and l is the number of all primitive forms in Sze(2N). Put fi(z)
d(n)e[nz]. By Theorem 2, Shimura [5, Proposition 1.5], [6] and Ueda [7], we
conclude the following theorem.

Theorem 3. The notation being as above, the assumption being as in
Theorem 2, let D and D" be square free integers satisfying (1.1) and (1.3). Sup-
pose that d([ D’ [) does not vanish. Then

I(I D I)/([ D’ I) [ (I D I/ID" I)*-Z(L(F, /), k)/L(F, D,-" k)).
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